"Stay Tuned!!"

Original Computer Graphics by Pat Saletore

This Fall the SCOPE Board voted to apply to operate a non-profit radio station in Santa Clarita. It would be similar to KCSN, and KPPC, but with a local staff and programming including City Council meetings, talk shows, and music, etc. in between streamed news services. We decided to do this to take advantage of a one week window of opportunity granted by the FCC in October for small non-profit radio applications. We hope you share our excitement about the potential this application offers to bring a variety of issues and viewpoints to the Santa Clarita Valley.

Check us out on the web!
WWW.SCOPE.ORG
Santa Clarita Organization for Planning and the Environment
PO Box 1182, Canyon Country, CA 91386

Reviewed and commented on and appeared at over fifteen different projects including Newhall Ranch, Gates King Industrial, Las Lomas and the Hospital Office Expansion, various projects impacting the Santa Clara River floodplain, endangered species, air & water quality and water supplies. Feb **Bus to Newhall Ranch hearings. March** SCOPE member LuKness nominated for Woman of the Year Award. May **Information table at the Arbor Day celebration. June** SCOPE is the recipient of UU Church charity of the month award. July 4th SCOPE float promotes clean elections for a Clean Environment. Aug submitted grant for floodplain acquisition to IRWP process. Sept River Rally booth, Santa Clara River Bus tour, SCOPE President Plambeck receives national Sierra Club award for her work on the SC River. Oct Application to operate non-profit radio station. Nov Fifth Anniversary of “Old Glory” Oak Urban Tree sit. Oak is still doing fine in its new home in Pico Canyon Regional Park.

How wonderful OH Lord are the works of your hands
The sun and stars, the valleys and the hills,
the rivers and lakes all disclose Your presence
The beasts of the field and the birds of the air
bespeak Your wondrous will.
In your goodness, you have made us able
to hear the music of the world

SCOPE wishes you and your family
the very happiest of holidays
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